
Photography Goals 2019



Setting Goals
• Whatever it is that you want, making it into a goal is one of the 

best ways of getting there. Goals keep you focussed and 
motivated, and increase your likelihood of getting the things you 
want. 

• Take a little time to think about some of the things that you 
would like to achieve with your photography in the next year. If 
you can't think of anything, close your eyes and imagine how you 
would like things to be in one, two, or three years time. What do 
you hope will be different?  

• When we write down a goal we are more likely to achieve it. 
Written goals can be reviewed regularly, hence they have more 
long-range power. Like a contract with yourself, they are harder 
to neglect or forget. Also, by writing goals in the following 
fashion, you can stimulate your subconscious to be continuously 
alert to situations that will further those goals. 



Defining the Goals

• State the Objectives 
• Identify the things you want to achieve – be specific 

• Add Action Statements 
• Decide which of your photography objectives you want to achieve now, add the activities 

required for their accomplishment and break these down to smaller steps. This is a step by 
step outline of the tactics describing how you will achieve your goal. 

g 
• Assign Resources 

• For each of the action statements, identify the time, energy, attention and finance they 
will require to be accomplished.  

• Finally, Schedule Everything 
• Take your daily calendar and schedule all of the tasks you identified. This way achieving 

your goals becomes a daily activity and not something you want to find time to do.



Photography Goals
Example - Learn Seascape Photography 

•Produce a book of Seascape Photography with no less than 20 images 



Photography Goal (example)

Action Timing Cost Status Comment

Practice Long Exposure photography Weekly Jan-Feb Re-enforces what I have learned

Shoot no less than 2 seascape shoots a month Monthly Based on theme

Study and practice HDR Photography Feb $200 Complete Pixel HDR Workshop

Practice editing Landscapes in Lightroom On-going

Deliver 2 images per month for book Monthly

Attend Seascape Photo Escape (Narooma) April $695 The Complete Pixel

One on One Session to Review Project On-Going $300

Select final images for book Nov 15

Complete book layout in Lightroom Nov 30

Send book to Blurb to be printed Dec 1 $79

Objective: Learn to create stunning Seascape images, specifically 
long exposure and HDR 

Outcome: Create a Blurb Book with no less than 20 Seascape 
images

Core Plan :  I enjoy shooting Seascapes and photos that are taken with long exposure and the surreal feel of HDR. I want to continue 
to explore Seascape photography and produce a book with at least 20 images taken this year. To accomplish this I will need to continue 
to sharpen my basic photography skills and specialise in long exposures. In order to shoot the images for the book I will need to do at 
least 2 Seascape shoots per month and select no less than 2 images a month for the book. 

To successfully complete this project you will need to:



Photography Goal (example cont)

Equipment Timing Cost Status Comment

Neutral Density Filters - ND8 & ND500 Jan $320

Remote shutter (Wireless) Jan

Photomatix Software Feb $89

Additional Equipment Required to complete this project



Photography Goal (1)

Action Timing Cost Status Comment

Objective:  Outcome:

Core Plan: 

To successfully complete this project you will need to:



Photography Goal (1 cont)

Equipment Timing Cost Status Comment

Additional Equipment Required to complete this project



Photography Goal (2)

Action Timing Cost Status Comment

Objective:  Outcome:

Core Plan: 

To successfully complete this project you will need to:



Photography Goal (2 cont)

Equipment Timing Cost Status Comment

Additional Equipment Required to complete this project



Photography Goal (3)

Action Timing Cost Status Comment

Objective:  Outcome:

Core Plan: 

To successfully complete this project you will need to:



Photography Goal (3 cont)

Equipment Timing Cost Status Comment

Additional Equipment Required to complete this project



Photography Goal (4)

Action Timing Cost Status Comment

Objective:  Outcome:

Core Plan: 

To successfully complete this project you will need to:



Photography Goal (4 cont)

Equipment Timing Cost Status Comment

Additional Equipment Required to complete this project



Work Toward Your Goals
• Once you’ve set goals for your photography, the trick is to remember 

to work toward them. That may sound obvious, but the sad fact is 
that too many of us write our goals down, then get caught up in our 
day-to-day activities and forget about them. Don’t set goals just to 
set them aside. 

• Begin thinking about how you are going to put your goals into 
practice.  

• It’s also smart to share your objectives with others. Sharing your 
goals makes you accountable for them.  

• Finally, make sure your goals are measurable. It is not enough to 
say, “I want to make a lot of money.” How much do you want to 
make, and how soon do you want to make it? If your goals are not 
measurable, how will you know when you accomplish them?


